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COMPANY PROFILE

Peter Reed represents the
pinnacle of English linen-making
with a reputation for quality
second to none. It’s a reputation
based on 150 years of heritage
and craftsmanship. 

For generations, the company’s
bedding, hand-crafted in
Lancashire from the highest grade
cottons, has symbolised authentic
British luxury for the home.
The story began in 1861 when
Peter Reed and his son William set
out to create the luxury linens that
would be appreciated by an
emerging cash-rich middle class of
wealth-makers. It wasn’t long
before only Peter Reed bed linen
would do. 
Instead of weaving the cloth itself,
the company sourced the finest
fabrics woven by master artisanal
mills in Italy and focused on the
higher end skills of cutting, 
sewing, hemming, embroidering
and finishing. It was a brave 
move but this clarity of purpose
was rewarded in 2008 with the
Royal Warrant of manufacturing
bed linen for Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II which the company still
holds today.
Still based in Lancashire, the
pursuit of perfection remains Peter
Reed’s focus today. With its cloth,
craft, and collections, it seeks to
offer “the best of the best”,
whether catering for everyday or for
special occasions 
The current ownership still has the
same sense of pride as the original
Reed family, and utilises the
remarkable artisanship of people
born and bred in the beautiful
Lancastrian hills.
For 2018 Peter Reed introduced
the new Meandros collection which
is shown here and has a ‘gender
neutral’ appeal.  
It is made from 100% combed
Egyptian cotton percale and

available in four qualities of thread
count with up to19 thread colours
as standard.
The pillows and duvet set feature 
a bold, interlocking design that
borders a crisp white surface and 
a dark, brooding underside. The set
would be perfectly accessorised by
the addition of dark grey quilting or
a luxurious dark grey Greek Key-
adorned cashmere throw.  
In addition to its ready-to-dress
collections Peter Reed also offers
bespoke linens. Any design,
monogram, sheeting fabric, thread
count and thread colour (selected
from hundreds available in the
Peter Reed thread library), for any
size of bed, can be crafted within
three weeks. There are no
minimums. Each bespoke order is
unique, created from scratch to the
specific request. Peter Reed’s
artisans will take on the client’s

vision and make it a reality using
the finest materials available.
From bespoke embroidery and
colour matching to stunning
personalised wedding gifts, Peter
Reed can design linens for the
home, private plane, yacht or
special occasion.
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Hand-crafting luxury linens since 1861, company combines 
150 years of heritage, craftsmanship and unrivalled quality
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